IPTV General Features
Customizable Channel Lists:

TV channels can be sorted between each other.
This way the TV channels
can be categorized under
news, sport,
entertainment, radio etc.,
the desired channel and
content.
As long as the capacity of
the IPTV headend is
increased, there is no
limitation on the
number of channels.

Digital TV Signal Quality:
Digital TV broadcast distributed to the rooms, is at least of DVD quality. All the noise is eliminated
due to the digital infrastructure. The system is also supports receiving of channels in
720p, 1080i, 1080p HD formats.

Easy User Interface:
The user interface on the TV screen is very intuitive and easy to use.
TV channels specified by the guest
are sorted according to his/her nationality
and therefore desired channels appear
in the rst places. A group of TV channels
can be assigned to a specific group
of guests, so only guests that belong to this
group can watch these channels.
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Possibility of Charging TV Usage:
It is possible to charge the guest for watching any TV channel or a group of TV channels. The management
is

• Charging for an individual channel or
charging for a group of channels.
charge for the users.
• With "Add a new pricing" many usage
A different price can be set for each
interval. The price list is displayed on the
TV screen. When a time interval is
purchased through the TV screen,
the user will be able to watch the
TV channel during the that time interval.

TV Groups:
TV channel groups can be defined for easy navigation on the user TV interface.
By default, there are three pre-defined groups.
National Channels: Channels from the
country that the system is installed.
Foreign Channels: Channels from other
countries.
Radio: Live radio stations
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